
Roles and responsibilities of Search & Rescue Task Force
Non-disaster time

 Participate in trainings on disaster awareness
 Buy / collect necessary equipment and tools for search & rescue
 Conduct and participate in search & rescue trainings
 Test special procedures for rescue of handicapped students
 Participate in mock drill exercises

Before disaster

 Make sure needed materials are available and accessible
 Make sure task force members are up-to-date with their training

During disaster

 Depending on the type of disaster do the necessary action for e.g “Duck, cover and hold” for
earthquake, move to the upper floor /higher ground for flood etc.

After disaster

 All members of the task force to assemble at a pre-identified location
 Collect the equipment and materials needed by the task force
 Start search & rescue operation in orderly manner as practised in the drills to locate missing

students
 Check every room in the school buildings if there is no structural damage and rescue the injured
 In case of structurally damaged building, call for outside rescue team. Locate the missing

persons without going inside the building, by hailing search method
 Report the location of injured to the outside rescue team and assist them in rescue
 Inform First Aid Task Force
 Look for obvious structural damages, mark dangerous areas and inform the Principal



Roles and responsibilities of First Aid Task Force
Non-disaster time

 Participate in trainings on disaster awareness
 Buy / collect necessary equipment and medicines for first aid
 Make sure that first aid supplies are up-to-date and always complete
 Keep health cards (containing information on special needs such as special medicines being

regularly taken by any student or staff) up-to-date
 Conduct and participate in first aid trainings and refresher trainings every year
 Be aware of any special medical requirements of students or staff and ensure that 1-2 days

medicines are kept on stock and regularly updated
 Participate in mock drill exercises

Before disaster

 Make sure needed materials are available and accessible
 Check the expiry dates of medicines
 Make sure task force members are up-to-date with their training

During disaster

 Depending on the type of disaster do the necessary action for e.g “Duck, cover and hold” for
earthquake; move to the upper floor /higher ground for flood etc.

After disaster

 All members of the task force to assemble at a pre-identified location
 Collect the equipment and materials needed by the task force
 Administer first aid to the rescued persons, tag the patients and record all cases and treatments
 Determine the need for further medical assistance and coordinate requests for assistance

through the Principal



Roles and Responsibilities of Fire Safety Task Force

Non-disaster time

 Participate in trainings on disaster awareness
 Buy / collect necessary equipment for fire fighting
 Place fire fighting equipment at appropriate locations
 Make sure that fire fighting equipment are in working condition always and refilled periodically
 Conduct and participate in fire safety trainings and refresher trainings every year
 Make sure that all fire-prone areas such as chemical lab, canteen, kitchen etc. are properly

protected
 Participate in mock drill exercises

Before disaster

 Make sure needed materials are available, accessible and in working condition
 Make sure task force members are up-to-date with their training

During disaster

 Depending on the type of disaster do the necessary action for e.g “Duck, cover and hold” for
earthquake; move to the upper floor /higher ground for flood etc. Drop, cover and role if a person
catches fire

After disaster

 All members of the task force to assemble at a pre-identified location
 Collect the equipment and materials needed by the task force
 Check and confirm the existence of fire. Report to the Principal.
 In case of electrical fire, turn off electric main switches
 Control fire if possible. Ensure personal security.
 Look for conditions that may cause a fire to develop and seek maintenance staff assistance in

removal of the condition.



Roles and Responsibilities of Evacuation Task Force

Non-disaster time

 Participate in trainings on disaster awareness
 Buy / collect necessary equipment and tools for evacuation
 Conduct and participate in evacuation trainings
 Test special procedures for evacuating handicapped students
 Participate in mock drill exercises

Before disaster

 Check the exits. Identify evacuation areas
 Make sure that there are no non-structural problems present on the evacuation routes
 Check condition of all equipment and tools for evacuation and make sure they are accessible
 Be prepared for special equipment needs for students with disability

During disaster

 Depending on the type of disaster do the necessary action as practised during the drill for e.g.
“Duck, cover and hold “, for earthquake, move to the upper floor / higher ground  for flood etc. ,

 Check evacuation route and safe evacuation place identified depending on the type of disaster
before evacuation

 Evacuate in orderly manner as practised in the drills

After disaster

 All members of the task force to assemble at a pre-identified location
 Collect the equipment and materials needed by the task force
 Ensure that emergency assembly area is accessible and safe
 Determine if any additional assistance is required for evacuation
 Take attendance of students who have evacuated and determine the missing students and

inform the search & rescue task force



Roles and Responsibilities of Warning & Awareness Task Force

Non-disaster time

 Participate in trainings on disaster awareness
 Prepare / collect necessary awareness materials
 Conduct awareness activities
 Coordinate trainings of task forces
 Organise mock drill exercises

Before disaster

 Monitor and take regular updates from the media on the potential dangers, for example, weather
forecast of floods, cyclones, etc.

 Assist Principal to maintain contact with district authorities
 Display warning signs
 Disseminate information to all classrooms and teachers
 Coordinate with other task forces and inform them the weather situation

During disaster

 Depending on the type of disaster do the necessary action as practised during the drill for e.g.
“Duck, cover and hold “, for earthquake, move to the upper floor / higher ground for flood etc. ,

 Assist Principal to report to the government response departments (SDM, fire station, police)
 Assist evacuation team in evacuation of the school building
 For a chemical factory accident, provide safety information to the entire school
 In case school is used as shelter for public, inform the shelter staff about latest updates and

weather reports

After disaster

 Continue monitoring the various information sources
 Keep reporting on the disaster situation to all concerned task forces and coordinate with them
 Disseminate safety tips
 Cooperate with district administration in preparing updates and disseminating information


